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|||||| Chow Chow AFrica:

Editorial
This second issue of the Chow Chow Africa quarterly 
e-magazine is free and you are welcome to share the link 
with everyone. The e-Zine may be read on any device without 
needing a special app (smartphone, tablet, laptop, desktop). 
You can download the “light-weight” web-version to read 
offline on your computer/tablet. If you would like to print 
anything, you can download the larger pdf version.  

All your photographs help make this issue once again so 
uniquely Chow Chow! Feel free to let us know of topics you 
would like to read more about
in future issues. 

Continue to demand the best 
interests of the Chow Chow in
all aspects - from breeders, 
owners and rescue facilities. 

 

Thank you for continuing 
your support in helping 
spread the Chow Chow love 
on all our platforms.

Chow Greetings
Chow Chow Africa Team

Chow Chow Africa exists to promote 
all aspects of the Chow Chow as a breed 
and specifically in Africa - by sharing 
news, information and education to 
further responsible breeding, ownership, 
rescue and registration of Chow Chows. 

It is not affiliated to any club, kennel or 
individual and at all times strives to 
remain independent, fair and non-partisan 
in serving the interests of the breed, 
at home and abroad.

Website:  www.chowchows.za.org

Facebook:   www.facebook.com/chowchowafrica

E-mail:   info@chowchows.za.org

E-mail:  editor@i-read.co.zaThe Magazine:The Magazine:The Magazine:

Download/Read OnlineShare the e-Zine

http://www.chowchows.za.org/e-magazine.html



www.franckleroy.co.za

Our beautiful cover photo of Deidre van Zyl and Kannika (RIP)
courtesy of Cape Town based photographer Kerry McCann.

  

(CELL) 076 871 27 92 / 071 686 5328
(WEB) www.michellemccann.co.za  /  www.tamedandframed.co.za

10% off all quotes
for Chow Chow Africa

Readers!

Andre - 082 267 4526  email: xlentnw@yahoo.com

DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL,  INSTALLATIONS,  ALTERATIONS,  
MAINTENANCE,  FAULT FINDING AND REPAIRS,  
COF (CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE)
CCTV,  GATE MOTORS,  DATA CABLING,  GENERATORS,  
GEYSERS & STOVES,  POOL AND BOREHOLE PUMPS
GAUTENG BASED - WE DO TRAVEL!



cHOW CHOWS
and other pets 

Can I have other pets safely around a Chow Chow?
* Although they are instinctively hunters, Chow Chows can tolerate other animals 
  with patient indifference.
* Chow Chow puppies growing up with other animals easily accept them as part
  of their family/home.
* Adult Chow Chows can be taught tolerance of other animals, but it may be more
  challenging depending on background, character, environment and owner.
 

     Well-bred, well-raised Chow Chows are excellent with other pets. 
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always ensure safety of small animals 
when no supervision is available.. 

© S Rheeder
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““red chow Chow
““fawn (cinnamon) chow Chow

The fawn adult coat can vary from a 
very deep cinnamon (as in the spice) 
to a very pale sandy colour with a 
grey hue. It can be solid or have light 
shading on the tail and breeches. 
It is a dilute colour (gene). Eyes are 
medium brown and nose will be slate 
(dark grey). Flews (lips) and gums 
are blue-grey and tongue medium blue. 
The fawn puppy coat can vary from near 
silver to sandy with a distinct grey hue 
and sometimes also a grey muzzle.

The red coat can vary from a deep 
mahogany colour, also referred to 
as self-red, to a light golden colour, 
with lighter shading on tail, mane 
and breeches, also referred to as 
shaded red. The gums in most will 
be completely black. In all cases the 
tongue is dark blue, nose is black & 
eyes dark brown, flews (lips) are black 
and palate is dark. Red puppy coat is 
usually a faded colour. The puppy can 
have a dark muzzle and black tailtip.

Being a double coated breed, both coat types must have a coarse outer coat and 
an abundantly dense undercoat which is shed twice a year. 
Visit Chow Chow Africa website for more detailed information on colours and 
coat types.         http://chowchows.za.org/chowcol_coat.htm
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Take your Chow Chow along with you!
  

The majority of Chow Chows love being part 
of their human family and enjoy travelling 
to various places if they can be with their 
humans.

One sure way to hasten the bonding process 
when adopting an adult Chow Chow is to 
take them along when you go places. Also 
puppies learn fast that this is great fun!

Excitability, motion sickness, making 
a long trip comfortable
  

It is normal for the Chow Chow to be 
very excited during the first part of a 
trip. Rather than administer tranquillis-
ing chemicals, you can use natural prod-
ucts or just let them settle down in their 
own time.
 

Besides not feeding for a couple of hours 
before leaving, you can request an injec-
tion against motion sickness if really 
necessary. The product is called Cerenia 
(Zoetis) and only a veterinarian can 
inject your dog shortly before travelling.
 

Over long trips, be sure to provide a 
comfortable blanket for them to lie on 
and ensure that they have regular stops 
to relieve themselves and drink water.

Keep them safe during travel.
  

Just as with ourselves, the Chow Chow 
needs some form of restraint in order to 
protect them in case of sudden stops, the 
need to swerve or turn sharply. And of 
course in the unfortunate scenario of an 
accident.  Various options exist.  Please 
explore crating, seat straps, and other 
products designed to keep your Chow Chow 
safe during your travels.
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THE CHOW CHOW  
BREED STANDARD 
The Chow Chow is an ‘Ancient Breed’.  
As one of the oldest breeds known to man, it has survived many 
milleniums alongside humans and we hope to see it continue to do so - 
for the benefit of both the breed and future human generations.  
Anyone breeding or owning a Chow Chow is contributing to the 
preservation of the Chow Chow for future generations.

How was it drawn up? 
 

Although a Chow Chow of excellent quality will 
have been used to draw up the Standard, 
many Chows were taken into consideration as 
well as historical accounts, so as to ascertain  
the common traits appearing originally when 
Chows came to the West, and these were then 
included as part of the Standard.

What is a Breed Standard?
 

Breed Standards are a set of requirements 
drawn up with the intent to preserve the type 
(looks) and characteristics (personality) of 
breeds so that they can transcend time, fash-
ions and lack of integrity.  It is flexible enough 
to be reasonably open to style variations (slight 
differences in looks), but strict enough to keep 
the breed identifiable and typical despite these 
variations.  

BREED INFO
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Improving / preserving the Breed?

Who should stick to it?

Everybody who is interested in preserving the 
Chow Chow for the next few milleniums 
should be interested in demanding adherence 
to a basic Breed Standard. It is the focus of 
breeders and judges (conformation shows) 
who measure that KUSA Registered Chow 
Chows remain true to the Standard at dog 
shows. However, pet owners should know the 
Breed Standard and the application thereof 
so that they can assist, by demanding that 
breeders remain true to the Standard and 
history – for the sake of the breed. .

Studying the Standard
  
The Breed Standard cannot be understood 
correctly without knowing the history of the 
Chow Chow.  Therefore a good study of the 
history of the Chow Chow must be made 
alongside studying of the Breed Standard in 
order to best understand what must be 
preserved for future generations.

Breed Standards and Health
  

The Chow Chow breed standard demands 
moderation – so adherence to it means 
avoiding exaggeration towards a foxy look, as 
well as exaggeration toward the bulldog look.  
Demanding adherence to this moderation, 
as well as demanding health certification of 
breeding dogs, is what will assist keeping 
the breed healthier.

Improvement or Preservation?
 

The Chow Chow as a breed does not need 
improvement. It survived for milleniums and 
will continue to do so, for untold more 
milleniums, if it is preserved faithfully. 
Individual Chow Chows will always need 
improvement in areas, due to omnipresent 
imperfection. So individual Chows, breeding 
programs and lineages may need ‘improve-
ment’ where there may be a tendency to 
deviate from the Standard.

Find international breed standards here:
http://chowchows.za.org/chowstd_arc.htm

Find a summary of breed history here:
http://chowchows.za.org/chowhist.htm

In future issues we will discuss aspects of the standard to help our readers 
understand how everybody can help preserve this ancient breed for the 
next few milleniums.
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http://www.chowtales.com/


www.franckleroy.co.za
SPECIAL OFFER to Chow Chow Africa e-Zine readers:

20% discount on a photoshoot of your Chow Chows & Family.
  

 
Contact Franck 082 469 2321 (Gauteng based)

DOGN I T Y Africa

Free quarterly e-magazine for all dog lovers!
 

* Training tips,  * Health and well-being,  
* Dog Events   * Meet the Breeds,  
* Competitions,  and so much more!
 

Issue 3 out in February. Have you read the first
two issues yet? Don’t miss out on super information
and beautiful photographs
 

Light on data use, read online on any device.
Read it now....

www.dognity.co.za

http://www.dognity.co.za/
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Emmy is good with children and will do 
well in a home with other dogs.
She is independent and no trouble at
all, excepting - she hates cats! Loves 
going for walks (lead-trained). She is 
very sweet, given a chance. Although she
eats nicely she is rather thin. 

Emmy, Female, 8 years.

Emmy is deaf, so whomever gives her a chance must have some patience. Deaf
dogs adapt well when there are other dogs, since they watch other dogs for cues.
With a little patience she will learn sign language fast as well.

If you are willing to give Emmy a second chance and make her future golden,
please contact Stella 0761554439  (Gauteng.)

www.woodrockanimalrescue.com

Rescue 911:
A special chow 
in need of a very
special home.

Before adopting an adult dog,
read our guides to adopting.
 
http://chowchows.za.org/chowadopt.htm
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patellar luxation 

HEALTH

What is Patellar Luxation?
 
Patellar luxation occurs when the dog's knee-
cap (patella) is dislocated from its normal 
anatomic position in the groove of the thigh 
bone (femur). When the kneecap is dislocated 
from the groove of the thigh bone, it can only 
be returned to its normal position once the 
quadriceps muscles in the hind legs of the 
animal relax and lengthen. It is for this reason 
that most dogs with the condition will hold up 
their hind legs for a few minutes.

How does it affect my Chow Chow?
 
A Chow will manifest intermittent (on-again-
off-again) lameness in the affected rear leg(s). 
An affected dog commonly stops and may or 
may not yelp as he is running. The affected leg 
will be extended rearward or in some cases 
carried high, and for a while the dog may be 
unable to flex it back into the normal position. 
Over time the dog will become progressively 
more lame. Arthritis will prematurely affect the 
joint, causing a poor mobility. 

Investigate the various health concerns which could afflict your loved companion
on the Chow Chow Africa website:     http://chowchows.za.org/chowhealth.htm
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What can the breeder do?

*  Certify all breeding dogs by a qualified vet - 
   knowledge is power.
*  Not enough genetic variety is available, so 
   realistically some affected dogs may have to 
   be used. Choose not to breed affected to 
   affected where at all possible.
*  Improve environmental conditions - provide 
   secure footing on tile floors, feed quality large-  
   breed growth food, no overweight puppies, 
   limit access to stairs in the first three 
   months of life
*  Continually research new information.
*  Remain in touch with puppy buyers to learn 
   more about the results of your breeding.

What can the buyer/owner do?
 
*  Only purchase from breeders who have   
   certified breeding dogs by a veterinarian.
*  Improve environmental conditions - provide 
   secure footing on tile floors, feed quality 
   large-breed growth food, no overweight 
   puppies, limit access to stairs in the first 
   three months of life
*  Do not breed/stud your Chow Chow unless
   all health certification has been done on
   your Chow Chow as well as the 
   prospective mate.
*  Stay informed on new research.
*  Stay in touch with your breeder with good 
   and not so good news - help them do better.

Patellar Luxation Grading:
 
Because the severity of the luxation is variable, veterinarians have developed a grading system to 
describe it: 
Grade I: The patella can be manually displaced but returns to its normal position spontaneously. 
Affected dogs are normally quite comfortable but may carry the affected limb occasionally.
Grade II: The patella displaces all by itself but doesn’t return to its normal location immediately. 
Mild or intermittent lameness may be present.
Grade III: The patella is out of the normal position most of the time and must be manually 
assisted in its return to normal position. Moderate to severe lameness may be present.
Grade IV: The patella is permanently out of place, and the animal is usually very lame. These 
dogs may carry the affected leg or shift more weight to their forelimbs in order to maintain their 
balance.
This grading system is designed to describe the degree of luxation of the kneecap. It does not 
always correspond with the pet’s degree of lameness. In any of these cases, the pet may have 
figured out how to change its gait so the knee is not painful, and lameness may not be obvious. 

© C Black
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Win with Chow Chow Africa!

Terms and Conditions: Only Chow Chow owners living in Southern Africa may enter.
Closing date is 29 February 2016. Winner will be notified by email/sms/call and we 
will announce the winner on our Facebook page. By entering you acknowledge that 
you have permission from the photographer and you both consent to the photographs 
entered being used non-commercially by Chow Chow Africa in this e-magazine, 
our website  or Facebook.

THAT FACE!!!

Submit your favorite photo of your
Chow Chows’ beautiful facial 
expression which has captured 
your heart, or otherwise a fun 
moment where they make a really 
interesting face! 

* High Resolution preferred.
* Closing date 29/02/2016
* Top 5 photos (according to  
  most likes on Facebook) will 
  each receive a prize. 
* Theme and composition will   
  be the main criteria for 
  choosing  a winner.
* Entries to: info@chowchows.za.org
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Chow Chows around
Southern Africa

Chow Chow Club of Gauteng
Chow of the Year 2015
(compiled from dog show results)

Chow of the Year: 
Ch & Int Ch Kimekai Son of Samuri (Nicolau)
Runner up Chow of the Year:
Zaida-Jin Cunami for Kimekai ( imp LTU) 
(Nicolau )
Puppy of the Year: 
Kungfu Fo Ted Yulu of Lionbear (Hattingh)
Runner up Puppy of the Year:
Hsien Fun in the Sun (van Zyl) 
& Hsien Special Delivry (Waldeck)
Baby Puppy of the Year : 
Sadalbari Pearlfection (van der Westhuizen ) 
& Hsien Special Dlivery (Waldeck)
Reserve Baby Puppy of the Year: Lionbear 
Hercules (Hattingh)

Cape Chow Chow Community Event:

Sunday, January 17 - 3pm
De Waal Park - Oranjezicht, Cape Town
(Free Concerts in the Park)
Bring a picnic basket and your dogs
water bowls! 

Cape Chow Chow community - join them on facebook...

Chow Chow Club of Gauteng

www.chowclub.co.za

http://www.facebook.com/chowchowcommunity
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Next Issue april 2016

THANKS FOR PURCHASE
MORE SPACE LOREM

chowchows.za.org

An I-Read Publication
www.i-read.co.za

© C Kuhn

http://www.chowchows.za.org/
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